It is not uncommon for groups engaging in contentious debates to label their opponents in ways that do not reflect their adversaries’ true beliefs. Such labels have the purpose of portraying groups as unjust, wrong and even evil in a single term, preferably one that resonates with the emotions and values of the audience one tries to influence. In this way, the users of such labels not only attempt to delegitimise their opponents but also try to strengthen their own case.

One group of people that engages in such labelling of its opponents is Salafis. Western scholars have divided Salafis into three different branches: quietists or purists, who shun political action but focus on missionary activities (da’wa) and education (tarbiya); Salafi Islamists or ‘politicos’, who do engage in political debate and action; and jihadis, who believe in the use

1 I would like to thank Roel Meijer and Harald Motzki for their useful comments on an earlier version of this chapter.
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of violence to bring about what they see as truly Islamic rule in Muslim countries. Although this division can be criticised, it is a useful point of departure. This chapter contextualises jihadi ideology by analysing the discourse of jihadi-Salafi scholars (‘ulama) in the context of their polemical debates with their quietist counterparts and, more specifically, the labels they attach to one another, namely ‘neo-Khawarij’ and ‘neo-Murji’a’, both referring to early Islamic trends.

The comparison between the Khawarij and radical Muslims has been explored before but mostly in light of the shared tendency towards violence and rebellion. The most important issue in quietist Salafi scholarly writings comparing modern radicals with the Khawarij—their allegedly shared concepts of faith (iman) and unbelief (kufr)—is, however, virtually absent in the literature. Moreover, academic analyses of jihadi-Salafis’ use of the label of ‘Murji’a’ for quietists are, to my knowledge at least, unavailable. This chapter will therefore focus on the accusations between quietist and jihadi-Salafi ‘ulama pertaining to the Khariji and Murji’i perceptions of faith and unbelief.

As we will see, these debates are not just about religious issues but also involve (or are perhaps even primarily about) Salafi ties to the state and its politics. As such, these debates could be seen as attempts to find religious justifications for Salafis’ different positions in their political environments. While these debates take place between and focus on religious scholars and therefore form no direct justification for acts of terrorism against states in either the Muslim world or the West, they are nevertheless important in radicalisation processes since they are instrumental in discussing and shaping Salafi attitudes towards the state.

---


5 Exceptions, which merely refer to it very briefly, are Jansen, ‘The Early Islamic Movement’, p. 133; Timani, *Modern Intellectual Readings of the Kharijites*, p. 104.
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and the society in which they live. This, in turn, may possibly have tremendous impact on radical Muslims’ choices about where to direct their violence. Since jihadi-Salafis, unlike the subservient quietists, are against accepting state policies, the states themselves also have a stake in these debates and are sometimes involved in them, actively promoting the idea that radical Muslims are like the Khawarij—a label they refuse to be associated with—in order to discredit them. This may have the unintended effect, however, of further emphasising the ‘infidel’ nature of the state itself, thereby confirming jihadi-Salafis’ beliefs. This, together with the results of the analysis we will turn to now, implies that governments that see quietists as allies against terrorism and want to engage in these debates as part of their counter-radicalisation efforts do so at their peril and are advised to tread softly, if at all.

The historical Khawarij

The origins of the Khawarij can be traced to the Battle of Siffin (657 AD) between the fourth caliph, ‘Ali Bin Abi Talib (r. 656-61), and the man who succeeded him, Mu’awiyah Bin Abi Sufyan (r. 661–80). When the two men and their armies met, the troops of Mu’awiyah—outnumbered and almost certain of defeat—called on ‘Ali and his men to accept arbitration between the two parties. ‘Ali accepted this, but his decision was rejected by some of his supporters who believed that Mu’awiyah’s challenge to ‘Ali, who was the only rightful caliph in their eyes, should be seen as an affront to God’s order. This caused these people to secede from his camp, and they subsequently became known


6 For an example of this in Egypt, see Kenney, Muslim Rebels. Recent research in the Netherlands has also shown that Dutch quietist Salafis overwhelmingly reject violence, not just for practical but also for ideological reasons, and are even involved in trying to track down radical Salafis. See Ineke Roex, Sjef van Stiphout & Jean Tillie, Salafisme in Nederland: Aard, Omvang en Dreiging (Amsterdam: Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies & the Central Bureau for Statistics, 2010), p. 295.

7 See, for example, Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, Al-Risala al-thalathiniyya fi l-tahdhir min al-ghuluw fi l-takfir available at [http://www.tawhed.ws] (1998/1999), p. 3. This internet source and all others mentioned were still available when accessed on 14 December 2009, unless otherwise indicated.

8 In London, quietist Salafis have also been used on a very small scale in that city’s counterterrorism efforts: see Robert Lambert, ‘Empowering Salafis and Islamists against al-Qaeda: A London Counterterrorism Case Study’, Political Science and Politics, vol. 41 no. 1 (2008), pp. 31–5.
as Khawarij (seceders, from *kharaaja*: to secede, to move out)\(^9\), a name they also applied to themselves.\(^{10}\)

Beliefs of the Khawarij

This chapter is not the place to deal extensively with the beliefs of the Khawarij, but two aspects of the group’s ideas must be discussed since they are relevant to the quietist accusations we will turn to later. The first of these is the Khawarij’s belief that revolt against Muslim rulers was allowed if they were deemed insufficiently pious. When ‘Ali accepted arbitration with Mu’awiyah, the people later known as Khawarij reportedly shouted ‘judgement is God’s alone’ (*la hukm illa li-llah*). In the context of that event, this referred to their belief that only God had the authority to arbitrate, not human beings, and that ‘Ali should not have accepted Mu’awiyah’s offer.\(^{11}\) The slogan later came to represent their broader view that all judgements and rulings should be left to God, thus applying Qur’anic rulings so strictly that they expelled Muslims guilty of major sins from their community and fought them.\(^{12}\) Because they believed sinful Muslims to be unbelievers (*kuffar*, singular: *kafir*), they directly applied passages from the Qur’an pertaining to jihad against non-Muslims to those of their co-religionists who were less than perfectly pious.\(^{13}\) That their application of jihad was not limited to ordinary people but also included fighting the caliph if necessary\(^{14}\) became clear when they fought ‘Ali and eventually assassinated him in 661.\(^{15}\)

---


\(^10\) They also used different names, however. See Salem, *Political Theory and Institutions of the Khawarij*, pp. 25–6.


\(^14\) Kenney, *Muslim Rebels*, p. 33.

\(^15\) Salem, *Political Theory and Institutions of the Khawarij*, pp. 17–18.
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The second—and for this chapter more important—tenet of the Khawarij’s ideology is their conception of faith and unbelief. The question of what exactly constitutes faith and when a Muslim stops being a believer was answered differently by early Islamic scholars. One of the main issues in this debate was whether deeds or works (‘a’mal, singular: ‘amal) were part of faith or not. Some, including the eponymous ‘founder’ of the Hanafi school of Sunni jurisprudence, Abu Hanifa (d. 767), believed they were not. As a result, he equated faith with belief in the heart and confession of this belief with the tongue. ¹⁶ Others, including the Mu’tazilites, the Hanbalites and the scholar al-Ash’ari (873/874–935), believed that deeds were an integral part of faith and that iman was not complete without them. ¹⁷ These disputes led to, among other views, what may be called the ‘orthodox’ Sunni point of view—and one that seems to be held by almost all Salafis—that faith consists of the assent of faith in the heart (tasdiq bi-l-qalb), the verbal confirmation of this faith with the tongue (iqrar bi-l-lisan) and corresponding acts with the limbs (‘amal bi-l-jawarih). ¹⁸ The Khawarij also believe that faith consisted of these three elements, although they place more emphasis on acts than Sunni Islam does. ¹⁹

The discussion of what constitutes faith is obviously relevant for determining its opposite: unbelief. If deeds, acts or works are not part of faith, sinful acts also cannot by themselves undo that faith. If, on the other hand, they are part of iman, sinful acts hurt or even annul a Muslim’s faith. Sunni scholars have distinguished major sins (kaba’ir, singular: kabira) from other, lesser sins. The former group included acts such as killing one’s own child, adultery and—


¹⁷ Watt, The Formative Period, pp. 134–5. Al-Ash’ari’s followers, however, seem to have deviated from his beliefs by stating that faith did not include acts. See ibid., pp. 135–6.


¹⁹ Salem, Political Theory and Institutions of the Khawarij, pp. 32–3.
the worst of all sins—polytheism (shirk). Scholars later separated shirk from other major sins by determining that only an act of polytheism would turn a Muslim into an unbeliever immediately, justifying his or her excommunication from Islam (takfir). In such a case, further proof of a person’s unbelief through verbal ‘confirmation’ of this with the tongue was not necessary. Other major sins were considered serious and deserved punishment but did not by themselves turn the believer into a kafir without further proof. The Khawarij disagreed with this point of view. One of their beliefs was that a Muslim guilty of any major sin should be declared an unbeliever, with or without further proof. Their creed thus lifted ‘ordinary’ major sins to the level of kufr, making them quicker to apply takfir than the adherents of what later became known as Sunni Islam.

A final point about the Khawarij’s conception of iman and kufr relevant to this study is the effect that sinful acts have on a person’s faith. Apart from sins amounting to shirk, sinful acts were considered by most scholars to decrease faith, while good deeds increased iman. This entailed the understanding that faith was flexible. The Khawarij, however, believed that faith could not vary and was either present or lost as a whole through major sins. This latter point stressed once more that the Khawarij constituted a group which was clearly radically different from other believers, as expressed in its use of jihad against other Muslims (including the ruler) and deviant ideas on faith. A group that opposed many of the beliefs of the Khawarij was the Murji’a.

25 It should be borne in mind that the Khawarij were not a single entity but were split into several factions. See, for example, Wilferd Madelung, Religious Trends in Early Islamic Iran (New York: SUNY Press, 1988), pp. 54–76.
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The historical Murji’a

Most scholars trace the genesis of the Murji’a to conflicts between the third caliph, ‘Uthman Bin ‘Affan (r. 644–656), and his successor ‘Ali Bin Abi Talib.26 Others contend that the movement arose in the aftermath of the civil war that began after the death of caliph Mu’awiya Bin Abi Sufyan in 680.27 Both theories, however, link the Murji’a’s ideological roots to conflicts between ‘Uthman and ‘Ali. The Murji’a refused to take sides in these conflicts, instead opting for postponement (irja’) of judgement in such matters; God is left to decide. The notion of (irja’) became central to the movement that came to be known as the Murji’a (postponers), whose initial name is said to have been abl al-‘adl wa-l-sunna (the people of justice and sunna).28

The beliefs of the Murji’a

The term irja’ as meaning ‘postponement’ was later traced back to the Qur’an by the Murji’a, especially sura 9:106, which states that ‘others are postponed to God’s commandment’ (wa-akharuna murjawna li-amri-Allah). The term used for ‘postponed’ (murjawna or, in other readings, murja’una) is linguistically related to irja’ and provided the Murji’a with a Qur’anic basis for their decision not to choose sides between ‘Uthman and ‘Ali.29 As such, the term irja’ became the central tenet of the Murji’a’s beliefs. This led to a detailed creed, of which two points deserve mentioning as they are relevant to jihadi-Salafi accusations against quietists.

---


28 Madelung, Religious Trends, p. 15.
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First, as the above shows, the term *irja*’ was originally applied to political conflicts, but the concept took on greater and broader theological meaning in the eighth century. The Murji’a began to apply the term *irja*’ to people’s faith, meaning that they postponed judgement over anyone’s *iman* and left it to God. It seems that a movement arose supporting this idea, applying it to Muslims in general and also to the Umayyads, the rulers of the Muslim world in the seventh and eighth centuries. Unwilling to pass judgement on their faith, the Murji’a were generally loyal to these rulers, although they were not absolute backers of their rule and occasionally supported revolts against them (but, according to Athamina, not to overthrow the regime).

A second and closely related tenet of the Murji’a is of importance here, namely their conception of what constitutes faith and unbelief. Unlike the Khawarrij and ‘orthodox’ Sunni Muslims, the Murji’a believed that faith only consisted of belief in the heart and its confirmation by speech of the tongue, thus excluding acts. In practice, therefore, they believed that acts alone should not dictate whether a person is deemed a Muslim or a *kafir*. This was particularly relevant when dealing with the question of when someone became an unbeliever and when *takfir* of such a person was justified. In contrast to the

Khawarij, the Murji’a stated that major sins as such could not expel someone from Islam unless such a person verbally confirmed his unbelief. They extrapolated this reasoning to include sins of polytheism. Whereas Sunnis considered such acts (including worshipping other gods) unquestionable proof of someone’s disbelief, the Murji’a went so far as to require verbal confirmation of a Muslim’s kufr to legitimate takfir even in such cases.

Precisely because the Murji’a excluded works from faith, they believed it could not be impaired by sinful acts. They also believed faith could not increase or decrease but was an indivisible whole that could only be taken away in its entirety by kufr. Although they were not in complete agreement on this issue, the Murji’a can be said to have generally shared this point of view with the Khawarij but were at odds with the ‘orthodox’ Sunni belief. As we have seen, however, the Murji’a represented the extreme opposite of the Khawarij in their attitude towards the rulers and their conception of iman and kufr. It is also as extremes that the labels of “neo-Khawarij” and “neo-Murji’a” are used by quietist and jihadi-Salafi scholars to vilify each other, to which we must now turn.

Quietist Salafis on the ‘Neo-Khawarij’

Ironically, arguably the most important book that encouraged quietist Salafis to refer to their jihadi-Salafi counterparts as Khawarij was not written by a jihadi. This book, The Phenomenon of Postponement in Islamic Thought, was the PhD thesis of Safar al-Hawali (b. 1950), a Saudi political Salafi whose work was supervised by Muhammad Qutb, brother of Sayyid Qutb. Because of al-Hawali’s criticism of the Saudi rulers and the way he expressed his ideas on faith and unbelief in his dissertation, the book generated negative attention among quietist Salafis. Important quietist scholars such as Muhammad Nasir

40 For more on the diversity of the Murji’a, see Izutsu, The Concept of Belief, pp. 85–92.
al-Din al-Albani (d. 1999) and `Abd al-`Aziz Bin Baz (d. 1999) openly compared al-Hawali and thinkers such as Sayyid Qutb to the Khawarij.42

Rebellion against the rulers

Although al-Hawali never joined a rebellion against any ruler of the Muslim world and—his criticism of the Saudi royal family notwithstanding—did not call for the overthrow of the al Sa`ud, he and other politically committed scholars like Qutb are often lumped together by quietists with rebellious groups and scholars, including jihadi-Salafi ones.43 While there are clear differences between Qutb and jihadi-Salafis, there is no doubt that the latter have in common with Qutb that they believe the current rulers of the Muslim world are apostates who should be overthrown. As such, quietist scholars refer to them as Khawarij ‘who rebelled (kharaju) against `Ali […] and continue to do so in every time. […] In this time of ours, they rebel and corrupt as you can see and hear from the bombings and the attack[s] on Muslims […].’44 Similarly, today’s ‘Khawarij’ are accused of ‘demonstrating and mobilising (yaqumuna bi-l-mudhabarat wa-l-masirat) against the ruler’ and ‘waging war on the ruler (wa-atlaqu l-harb li-l-hakim) and even on his government […]’ just like the original Khawarij did.45

Extremism in takfir

The parallel between the Khawarij and jihadi-Salafis as Muslims who rebel(led) against their rulers is—leaving exact ideological motivations and historical dif-
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ferences aside—undeniable. This is clearly an issue that concerns the quietists very much, since they believe criticism of a leader should be expressed through privately-given advice in order to avoid civil strife or chaos (fitna). Quietist writings on the modern-day Khawarij nevertheless concentrate more on jihadi-Salafi ideas on iman and kufr. This is perhaps unsurprising since fighting Muslim rulers is often preceded by the application of takfir to them, which has everything to do with faith and unbelief.

One of the reasons quietist scholars accuse jihadi-Salafis, as well as the more politically-oriented scholars mentioned above, of being like the Khawarij is their apparent willingness to apply takfir to Muslims who are only guilty of major sins but not of kufr.46 This accusation becomes particularly important with regard to the quietist accusation that the ‘neo-Khawarij’ apply takfir to the rulers of today’s Muslim world. One book, for example, states that ‘all of this intellectual garb’ (referring to the theoretical writings of al-Hawali) actually leads to ‘the justification [...] of absolute and unrestricted takfir of the rulers who do not rule by what Allaah has revealed [...]’, which the author refers to as a ‘Kharijite doctrine’.47 Similarly, Muhammad Bin Salih al-‘Uthaymin (d. 2001), a Saudi mufti and one of the most influential Salafi scholars of recent years, referred to Muslims who apply takfir to the rulers as ‘the inheritors of the Khawarij’, comparing them to those who rose up against caliph ‘Ali Bin Abi Talib. He stresses that if a ruler does indeed make a decision that is contrary to the shari’a (Islamic law), one has to establish proof of a leader’s supposed unbelief before applying takfir to him.48

According to quietists, the reason these ‘neo-Khawarij’ readily apply takfir to the rulers is due to their misunderstanding of what those leaders do, leading them to misinterpret the rulers’ deviations from the shari’a as forms of kufr instead of kaba’ir. They subsequently apply verses from the Qur’an regarding
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*Kufr*, especially 5:44 (‘And whoever does not rule [*wa-man lam yahkum*] according to what God has revealed, they are the unbelievers’), to rulers and people in general who are only guilty of major sins, as the Khawarij had done.⁴⁹ According to the Jordanian quietist scholar ‘Ali al-Halabi (b. 1960), the danger in this lies not only in the *fitna* that may result from *takfir* of the rulers but also in the limitless implications it may have if the concept is generalised to include whole groups of people. *Takfir* may not stop at the rulers but may continue until everyone who works for the government is labelled a *kafir*,⁵⁰ a fear echoed by others who accuse Osama Bin Laden (‘Usaamah Ibn Laadin al-Khaarijee’) of attacking the ‘*ulama* working for the Saudi government.⁵¹

**Jihadi-Salafis’ defence**

At first sight, the quietists’ claim that jihadi-Salafis—like the Khawarij—apply *takfir* on account of major sins, particularly with regard to the rulers of the Muslim world, may look quite credible and seems as obvious as the accusation that they rebel against the rulers. However, while jihadi-Salafis do not contest the claim that they want to overthrow their own regimes, they vehemently deny that they have the same views on *takfir* as the Khawarij. One jihadi-Salafi author acknowledges that ‘the Khawarij agreed with the Sunnis (*ahl al-sunna wa-l-jama’a*) in their understanding of faith’, namely as ‘conviction in the heart, speech of the tongue and works with the limbs’ as we saw above, but stresses that ‘they differed with the Salaf in their *takfir*’.⁵² Another states that jihadi-Salafis do indeed apply Qur’an 5:44 to the rulers but not in a wrong way, as quietists suggest. Moreover, using this verse does not necessarily lead to *takfir* of Muslims in general (*takfir ‘umum al-muslimin*), he maintains.⁵³

In trying to explain why quietists accuse jihadi-Salafis of being ‘neo-Khawarij’, Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi (b. 1959), a Jordanian jihadi-Salafi scholar, attacks the basis of the quietists’ argument, namely that jihadis mistake major sins for *kufr* and base their application of *takfir* on this mistake. This, al-Maqdisi

---

states, is simply not the case. He maintains that jihadi-Salafis only apply *takfir* on the basis of *kufr* sins that expel the person guilty of it from Islam. The comparison with the Khawarij, who did not make the distinction between *kufr* and *kaba’ir*, is therefore utterly wrong according to al-Maqdisi.\(^\text{54}\) This is echoed by several other writers, one of whom states that the real modern-day Khawarij are the extremists who believe that ‘the root in people today is unbelief’ and therefore apply *takfir* too randomly.\(^\text{35}\)

The real bone of contention in these disputes on *takfir* is the protagonists’ position towards the rulers. Al-Maqdisi explains that, just like quietists, jihadi-Salafis view incidental rulings by presidents and kings outside the bounds of the *shari’a* as only major sins, not as forms of *kufr*, provided they are committed without any confirmation of the ruler’s unbelief. When they become structural, however, and a ruler in effect exchanges the *shari’a* for an entirely different system of laws (*tabdil*), this act in itself shows his true unbelief and therefore no further confirmation of his *kufr* is necessary.\(^\text{56}\) Since jihadi-Salafis equate following non-Islamic laws with worshipping other gods,\(^\text{57}\) they believe that *tabdil* is a form of polytheism and therefore justifies *takfir*.\(^\text{58}\)

**Jihadi-Salafis on the ‘Neo-Murji’ā’**

While jihadi-Salafis deny the accusations quietists level against them and try to refute them as much as possible, they also employ ideological attacks of their own. These, like those used by the quietists themselves, focus on the relations between the ‘neo-Murji’ā’ and the rulers, and their ideas on *iman, kufr* and *takfir*.

---


\(^{56}\) al-Maqdisi, ‘*Imta’*, pp. 46, 49–61, 88–92; *idem*, ‘*Tabsir’*, pp. 44–9, 129–32.

\(^{57}\) For an explanation of this reasoning, see Wagemakers, ‘The Transformation of a Radical Concept’, pp. 92–3.

\(^{58}\) See, for example, al-Maqdisi, ‘*Tabsir’*, p. 122; al-Tawhidi, ‘*Kashf ma alqahu’*, p. 45.
Subservience to the rulers

As we saw above, the original Murji’a’s willingness to postpone judgement over the sinful acts committed by Muslims caused them to overlook the ruling Umayyads’ transgressions and generally to obey them. Similarly, jihadi-Salafis blame the ‘neo-Murji’{a} for overlooking contemporary rulers’ unbelief and remaining subservient to them. Al-Albani, for instance (a frequent target of accusations of irja’), was criticised for refusing to sanction jihad against Muslim rulers, even in cases when he acknowledged that the ruler did not live up to his Islamic duties. In fact, some authors claim that the ‘neo-Murji’{a} ‘sell’ their religion to the rulers, with the latter being ‘delighted with [their] irja’ [...]’. Some authors even accuse the ‘neo-Murji’{a} of assisting the rulers in their fight against ‘true’ Muslims who resist their regimes’ rule, thereby making such scholars complicit in their rulers’ actions against jihadi-Salafis.

While some of these accusations are exaggerated, it is nevertheless clear that quietist Salafi scholars subject themselves to the regimes under which they live, or even actively support them and are employed by them. Their unwillingness to engage in politics and speak out against the rulers is, of course, the reason why I and others refer to them as quietists in the first place. One jihadi author’s words that such ‘mercenaries’ (murtaziqa), as he calls them, ‘dominate the heads of irja’ in this age’ may be less of an exaggeration than it seems.

Negligence in takfir

The (correct) ‘accusation’ that quietist scholars do not revolt against their political leaders but accept their rule even if the latter violate Islamic laws is obviously closely connected with the issues of faith and unbelief. An oft-heard accusation against some quietist Salafis is that they exclude works from faith, just like the Murji’a once did. From this point of view, jihadi-Salafis scold certain quietists for not applying takfir when they should, namely in cases when

---


63 Al-Yafawi, ‘Radd i’tida’at’, p. 17.

acts of major *kufr* take place, and only label someone an unbeliever if his act of *kufr* is confirmed by his explicit verbal rejection of Islam.\(^{65}\)

Again, this accusation of excluding acts from faith and the subsequent negligence in *takfir* is particularly clear in jihadi-Salafi writings on dealing with the rulers. This is summed up in a book by Abu 'Abd al-Malik al-Tawhidi in which he criticises the Saudi scholar 'Abd al-‘Aziz b. Rayyis al-Rayyis, who, like al-Albani, is also a recurring target of accusations of *irja*’: ‘The core of the conflict between us [...] and others like this Murji’ [al-Rayyis] is the exchange (*tabdil*) of the root of the *shari‘a* [...]’.\(^{66}\) As we saw above, jihadi-Salafis distinguish between a ruler’s incidental deviations from the *shari‘a*—provided they are not explicitly confirmed by the ruler’s true unbelief—and systematic un-Islamic rule in the form of a complete exchange of Islamic law for a different legislative system. While they see the former as a major sin, jihadi-Salafis believe that *tabdil al-shari‘a* ensures that every ruling will systematically be rooted in non-*shar‘i* laws. This, in their view, makes the unbelief of the ruler responsible for this *tabdil* unequivocal, meaning no further proof of such a person’s unbelief is necessary: his actions suffice.

It is precisely the unwillingness of some quietists to label *tabdil al-shari‘a* as an act of *kufr* that is the main reason why jihadis accuse them of postponing their judgement.\(^{67}\) In the words of the Syrian-British jihadi-Salafi ideologue Abu Basir al-Tartusi (b. 1959): ‘You [the ’neo-Murji‘a’] equate disobedience (*ma‘siya*) with unbelief ... and you treat someone who does not rule according to what God has revealed at all as someone who does ... so [only] once’.\(^{68}\) Jihadi-Salafis therefore contest the notion that they apply *takfir* because of major sins, as they do not believe *tabdil* is only a *kabira* but claim instead that it is an act of *kufr*. Interestingly, some of the books that jihadi-Salafis claim were written by ’neo-Murji‘a’ have also been accused of having traces of *irja*’ by other quietist Salafis, chiefly


\(^{66}\) Al-Tawhidi, ‘Kashf ma alqabu’, p. 23.


\(^{68}\) al-Tartusi, ‘Mubahat wa-ruddud’, p. 28.
for supposedly misinterpreting the correct definition of faith, including with regard to the question of tabdil. The Saudi Permanent Council for Knowledge Studies and Fatwas states that the Jordanian quietist al-Halabi misquotes the work of the famous scholar Taqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyya, an extremely important source among Salafis and also with regard to this subject. Ibn Taymiyya, the council states, believed that tabdil al-shari'a does not require confirmation of the culprit's faith but automatically leads to takfir, unlike al-Halabi's claims. Predictably, this confirmation of jihadi-Salafi claims coming from a quietist source is eagerly used by jihadi writers to cement their case against the 'neo-Murji'a'.

Quietists' defence

As with the jihadi-Salafis' acceptance of their rebellious reputation, the quietists accused of irja' do not contest the idea that they are subservient to the rulers, presumably since it is evident that they ultimately accept the regimes of their leaders. Also similarly to the jihadis, they fiercely deny being part of the Murji'a. To defend themselves from claims that they are 'neo-Murji'a', quietists stress that unlike the early Murji'a they do accept deeds as part of faith and view them as an integral part of iman. Also, even though it is not a major issue in the dispute with jihadi-Salafis, quietists stress that, again unlike the historical Murji'a, they do not believe faith to be one indivisible whole but state that it increases and decreases depending on a person's behaviour.

Quietists also confront the important issue of takfir of the rulers and their allegedly un-Islamic legislation in a way similar to jihadi-Salafis' treatment of

---

70 See, for example, al-Huddushi, ‘Ikbar al-awliya’, which deals extensively with the Council's criticism.
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the accusations levelled at them. Quietists state that incidental un-Islamic rule is only a major sin unless it is accompanied by further proof of the culprit’s unbelief,73 a statement with which jihadi-Salafis agree, as we have seen above. The question of tabdil, however, is answered differently. Some quietist scholars believe it should also necessarily be accompanied by a confirmation of unbelief before it can lead to takfir,74 while others believe that the act of tabdil al-shari’a is a form of kufr.75 The differences of opinion on this issue are also recognised as such, but quietist scholars mostly seem to acquiesce in them.76

‘Seceders’ and ‘Postponers’?

Given the discussion above, to what extent can quietist and jihadi-Salafis actually be compared to the Khawarij and Murji’a of early Islam? Besides the obvious parallel between jihadi-Salafis and the Khawarij as well as between quietists and the Murji’a, when it comes to their attitude towards rebelling against the rulers the case for applying the labels of ‘seceders’ and ‘postponers’ is more nuanced than the writings discussed suggest. Jihadi-Salafis do indeed apply takfir without confirmation to rulers guilty of tabdil, but only because they believe it is a form of kufr, not despite their belief that it is only a major sin. Similarly, some quietists refrain from applying takfir without confirmation to rulers guilty of tabdil, but only because they believe it is just a major sin, not despite their belief that it is kufr.

Quietists’ treatment of acts

One could be forgiven for thinking that the labels quietists and jihadis use for each other are partly correct and partly based on a misrepresentation (and perhaps even a misunderstanding) of the other party’s beliefs. There is, however, one other issue in this debate that may not justify the use of the label ‘neo-Murji’a’ but certainly shows that jihadi-Salafis have a stronger case than is sug-

74 See, for example, ‘Imaam Ibn Baz [...]’, pp. 3–4.
75 See, for example, ‘Shaykh Abdul-Azeez ar-Raajihee on Secular Laws, Changing the Whole of the Deen, and the Accusation of Irjaa’ Against Ahl us-Sunnah’ (n.d.), available at [http://www.salafipublications.com], pp. 1–3.
76 See, for example, al-Halabi (ed.), al-T ahdhir, pp. 34–5.
gested by what we have seen so far. This pertains to the different levels of faith that Salafis generally agree on. Salafis distinguish *sihhat al-din*, *wajib al-din* and *kamal al-din* (respectively the bases of the religion, the compulsory elements of the religion and the perfect fulfilments of the religion). The first refers to the most basic tenets of Islam, such as the belief in one God. Any disbelief in issues on this level immediately renders such a person a *kafir*. This is not the case for sins against beliefs included in *wajib al-din*, which are necessary although violations of them do not turn a Muslim into a *kafir* without further proof of his unbelief. The third category refers to acts and beliefs which are commendable but not necessary; violating them therefore does not damage one’s faith.77

Some jihadi-Salafi scholars have shown in their work that—even while claiming otherwise—they realise quietists do not really exclude acts from faith. They nevertheless see sufficient reason to apply the term ‘neo-Murji’ā’ because of the quietists’ use of these different levels of faith. Several jihadi-Salafi scholars (correctly) point out that some quietists78 state that sinful beliefs and speech can take place on all three levels of faith, while acts can only be in either or both of the *wajib al-din* and *kamal al-din* categories. In other words, whereas *kufr* beliefs and speech immediately change one into a *kafir*, an act of unbelief only reduces one’s faith but cannot take it away by itself since it is excluded from the *sihhat al-din* category.79 Therefore *takfir*, in effect, cannot be applied to Muslims guilty of an act of *kufr* but instead only to those whose beliefs or speech show their apostasy. That, in turn, suggests that while quietists, unlike the Murji’ā, overtly include works in faith and believe it can increase and decrease, their conclusion that *takfir* should only be applied on the basis of *kufr* beliefs or speech is exactly the same as that of the Murji’ā. It is this end

77 For more on this, see Wagemakers, ‘The Transformation of a Radical Concept’, pp. 97–9.
result that explains why one jihadi scholar states that ‘the difference [between some quietists and] the Murji’a [...] is a superficial difference, not an actual one’.80

Conclusion

The analysis above shows that the labels of ‘Khawarij’, an early Islamic group which rebelled against Muslim rulers and applied excommunication (takfir) to people on account of major sins, and that of ‘Murji’a, a trend that generally obeyed its rulers and excluded deeds from faith, are often applied by contemporary quietist and jihadi-Salafi scholars against each other. These labels seem only partly correct, however, even if one ignores the different historical time-frames. Jihadi-Salafi scholars do indeed advocate rebellion against their rulers but do not apply takfir on the basis of major sins, as quietists claim, except in the case of a complete exchange of Islamic law by Muslim rulers (tabdil), which they see as an act of unbelief. Quietist scholars, on the other hand, while subservient to the rulers, do not exclude works from faith and do not condone acts of unbelief except tabdil, which some of them deem merely a major sin. The jihadis’ accusation that quietists only allow sinful acts to hurt a Muslim’s faith on levels below that of unbelief—when takfir is out of the question—is true and leads to a similar result as with the Murji’a but nevertheless shows a different ideological motivation.

For three reasons, the labels of ‘neo-Khawarij’ and ‘neo-Murji’a can be said to be very useful to the people who apply them. Firstly, as we have seen, they are partly accurate. Secondly, the reasoning behind them is complicated and they are therefore difficult to disprove. Thirdly, they provide plausible alternatives to labels such as ‘unbelievers’ (kuffar), which are used more often with regard to other Muslims but are absurd when applied to Salafis who are highly religious and pious. The labels ‘neo-Khawarij’ and ‘neo-Murji’a therefore fulfil the need for accusatory epithets but do so in a way that is nuanced enough to be taken seriously. For these three reasons, the labels of ‘neo-Khawarij’ and ‘neo-Murji’a will probably, in spite of their not being entirely accurate, continue to be used for quite some time.

The outcome of the debates mentioned may have important repercussions for Salafis’ views of their own position as strict Muslims in non-Muslim states and societies: are they willing to live as full citizens in countries overwhelm-

80 Al-Tartusi, ‘Mulahazat wa-rudud’, p. 4.
ingly ruled and populated by non-Muslims, and will they dismiss views more radical than their own as ‘Khariji’? Or is a compromise impossible in this regard, and will a willingness to co-exist be labelled ‘Murji’i’? These are questions that are of significant relevance to those in policy circles working on counter-radicalisation. However, if governments decide to use quietist Salafis for this purpose, they may (in the eyes of jihadi-Salafis) even emphasise the ‘infidel’ nature of their states, thereby creating the opposite effect of what was intended. Moreover, as may be concluded from the analysis above, this is not the only reason to be cautious about using quietist Salafis against radicalisation: the discussions on the ‘neo-Murji’a’ and the ‘neo-Khawarij’ are complicated and mostly theological in nature; one may justifiably question whether it is a government’s job to engage in ideological and polemical battles such as these. Furthermore (and perhaps more importantly), a detailed look at the Salafi discussions on these issues shows that jihadi-Salafis may actually have better arguments than their quietist counterparts. Although jihadi-Salafi writings can sometimes be criticised for their dubious reasoning, selective use of sources and false premises, once one adopts Salafi terminology, arguments and sources, the radical scholars in this particular debate may in fact have a stronger case than their quietist opponents give them credit for. This does not necessarily mean that quietist Salafis are of no use in counter-radicalisation efforts, perhaps even with regard to this issue, but it should certainly cause policy-makers to consider carefully before engaging in such an endeavour.